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Abstract 
The recommendation work focuses on resource sharing, users' interaction, similarity interest among people and 
dynamic changes of information, which can be represented by user behaviour. In order to take full advantage of user 
action, this paper proposes preference feature spatial and constructs IFS-Tree to locate all resources and users in 
space and analysis objects' relationship. The main contribution includes: (1) Giving the formula to calculate the 
similarity between any word to formation the preference feature data dictionary; (2) Giving the formula to calculate 
contribution values of resources and users according to users' behavior; (3) Proposing the construction of preference 
feature spatial and IFS-Tree to organize, locate and query all spatial objects; (4) Analysis and group all the objects, 
and applying the algorithm to the Wushu service network platform, the results show that searching any object or any 
group object can achieve millisecond respond, and the distribution of objects has the character of sparsity and long 
tail.   
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction   
The main function of personalized recommendation is to dig the characteristics of users and discover 
the relationship among users, and the main aim of personalized recommendation is to fulfill resource 
sharing. Meanwhile, in order to extract perfect information from a URL and effectively extend users' 
relationship, quite a few strategies have been used. For instance, rule-based filtering method[2], content-
based filtering method[3], and collaborative filtering[4]. However, the efficiency and scalability of 
recommender systems based on these methods could not satisfy users' demand because of lacking 
analysis users' behaviors.  
  Nowadays, some novel methods of adopting tag can transform the users from readers to content 
publishers. For instance, del.icio.us (bookmarking), last.fm (music sharing), flickr (photo sharing), and 
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YouTube (video sharing). This research examines the role of tagging and the ability of tag in organizing, 
retrieving and sharing information in recommender system. In order to collect proper factual data which 
can provide adequate description of individuals and supply complete, objective and dynamic information 
of users and resources, this paper explore a new algorithm based on users' behaviors which include 
bookmark, highlight and annotation action. In addition, this work also focuses on content sharing, 
individuals' interactions, similarity among people, and dynamic changes of users' requirement. In 
conclusion, this paper concentrates on the users' topics of interests as well as activities.   
 We propose a method which called tag-based intellisense resource sharing. According to this method, 
we abstract the general profiling of users and resources as objects which contain different tags. To begin 
with, the whole information is divided into N types and each type has its word dictionary based on 
folksonomy, next we can construct a knowledge space with N dimensions. Then, the network resources 
can be considered as the objects in knowledge space. Furthermore, a web page with variant types of data 
structure can be described as an object by calculating the values of each dimension according to the users' 
action data, and at the same time, a user can be described as an object by calculating the values of each 
dimension according to the web page objects which he has collected. Finally, by locating all the network 
resources on knowledge space, the recommendation strategy can be fulfilled with the queries of N-
dimension knowledge space. 
2. Constructing Preference Feature Spatial of Network Resource 
2.1 Preference Feature Spatial  
Preference Feature Dimension (PFD)  
Statistic and analysis users' preference, building the social feature data dictionary based on folksonomy. 
Thus we construct 20 dimensions about the whole material and define the user preference as preference 
feature dimension.   
Preference Feature Data Dictionary (PFDD)  
In order to define the PFDD, the paper needs to do the following work in advance. First, finding the 
most relevant core words for each preference feature dimension based on floksonomy. Next, in order to 
contain the raw importance of tag t for its URL referring content and maintain the factual importance of 
users' interests, and analysis and calculating the similarity between core words and any other relevant 
words. Then, the work adopts formula 1 to calculate tags' weight corresponding to every dimension.  Next, 
storing the different keyword according to the keywords' radio, and fulfilling the analysis of 
characteristics in the preference feature spatial. 
The below formulas give the strategy of dealing with the similarity between any two words. To begin 
with, predefine some parameters of these formulas. There are several sememes corresponding to two 
Chinese words (W1 and W2), supposing the n-tuple core words (w1, w2, ...,wn) which relevant a specific 
preference feature dimension (called Dj), and then finding the most similarity words in the Hownet based 
on the n-tuple core words, next updating the n-tuple core words which have the highest value of similarity 
in the next tuple. Wij represents the wight of specific words in the ith level calculation corresponding to 
the jth preference feature dimension (Dj). By several times of calculation, we can get all the relevant core 
words and its weight in the specific dimension by formula 1.    
Formula 1.     
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For formula 1, in order to maintain the important and necessary tag corresponding to its dimension, 
define a threshold to classify the necessary and unnecessary tags. If the weight values less than a 
minimum threshold, it means this word has little contribution to this dimension, and then this word can be 
discarded.  
Granularity K 
Granularity K is of vital importance conception in spatial filling curve (SFC). It used to describe the 
partition degree about the hypercube grid. The definition granularity k is k times partition the hypercube 
grid.  
Preference Feature Spatial (PFS) 
Preference Feature Spatial (PFS) is defined 3-tuple: (PFD, PFDD, Granularity k) 
Quantify URLs' content and individuals' interests 
Resource Contribution's Value (RCV) 
In the analysis of URLs' content, it always can get useful and satisfied tags which represent the 
information of the URL. Assuming the efficient set of tags which respond a specific URL is: 
{（t1,n1）,(t2,n2),…,（tm, nm）}, and nm means the frequency of tm. Then, finding the tags' weight in the 
preference feature data dictionary corresponding to its dimension: jm
PFDDj
m Wt ⎯⎯ →⎯ . Finally, the located 
value of resource y in jth preference feature dimension (supposing there are d dimensions in total) is:  
Formula 2.  
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Users' Interest Value (UIV)
According to user behaviours, we can get a set sequence note of User x: Ax={(R1,t1),(R2,t2),…,(Rm,tm)}. And ti means a interval 
from user x explore resource Ri to the next time he (she) review the resource. From formula 4, it is quite normal get the resource Ri's 
contribution on the jth preference feature dimension: Iij. Then, located the user x on the preference feature spatial using formula 3. 
Formula 3.       
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3. Building Spatial Index Tree Based on PFD 
In order to fulfill nodes' register in high dimensional space, proposing SHG-Tree [1] and completing 
layer by layer index. This method not only represents the overlapping relationship among nodes, but also 
shows different query strategies based on nodes relationship. However, SHG-Tree has the disadvantage of 
unbalance, and unstable number of objects.  After analysis the sparse characteristic of objects, proposing 
the construction of spatial index called IFS-Tree based on SHG-Tree. The main difference between IFS-
Tree and SHG-Tree is that introducing mix-object, adopting horizontal split of mix-object and using 
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longitudinal split of single-object. Next, give the object insert algorithm to finish the filling of the PFS.  
The work has been done by table 1. 
Table 1. The algorithm of insert object  
 Algorithm Insert(object, z-value) 
Input: object, z-value
Output: having registered all the objects of IFS-Tree.
BEGIN 
1. iÅi, TÅrootNode 
2.  if T is leaf node  
3.      add the node into the list of T 
4.          if  the number of T beyond the threshold，then horizontal split of T
5.           return
6   if T is not leaf node   
7.       recall getvalue(z-value,i), getting the spatial value of object i called x 
8.       Query the S object which value equal X from T object 
9.           if S object is not exist 
10.              add S object into mix-object N which belonged to T 
11.              If the number of N beyond the threshold 
12.                   recall splitB（N）to fulfill the longitudinal split  
13.               return
14.           If S object is exist  
15.               if S is leaf object  
16.                    add S object into mix-object N 
17.                    if the number is beyond the threshold 
18.                        recall splitB（N）to fulfill the horizontal split  
19.                    return
20.                if S is not leaf child node 
21.                    TÅN
21.                    i++ 
22.                    return step 2 
END
4. Locating Spatial Objects  
1.1. The Location and Classification of Resources  
First, we use this recommendation method in a network platform of Wushu to fulfill the collection, 
management and recommendation of resource (http://www.5ckf.com/). From this web site, the 
characters of Wushu are divided into 17 types and each type has its own word dictionary. The web pages 
and users are located in PFS with their contribution value and register in IFS-Tree. There are 35,627 users 
and 1,331,935 web pages along with user collection behavior are selected from platform database. The 
recommendation engine runs on an environment of an application cluster with two IBM systems x3850 
M2 and a 4T disk array. Next, analysis these resource and users according to RCV and UIV values, and 
giving visualize description of all the objects.     
According to the algorithm of located objects, it is normal to register all the nodes in any dimension or 
any group dimensions and dig the potential relation between objects in PFS. First, giving two specified 
dimension:"schools of Wushu" and "fighting", under the granularity is 6, 7, 8 and 9, and locating 10, 20, 
50, 100 resource and user nodes in IFS-Tree respectively. The result is shown in figure 1. With detail 
granularity, the time of building IFS-Tree will increase linearly. For more nodes generate during construct 
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PFD, the breadth and depth of IFS-Tree have increased. The register work can fulfill millisecond response, 
and accomplish real-timing response under smooth network.  
Furthermore, peano curve passes all the objects which are collected by users in hypercube grid. When 
all objects are located in PFS, we can find from the picture 2 that these points interlaced with each other. 
In addition, some objects concentrated in the same granularity level, while others are at the boundary of 
hypercube grid, these objects have the character of sparse distribution and long tail phenomenon.  
1.2. Location and Classification of Users  
First, the mechanism of PFD can avoid the problem of two users may give the same rating value on a 
resource actually they are interested in different content. The PFD can also help users maintain their 
trusted recommendation networks and could further find the potential neighbour. The location of user 
objects is shown in figure 1. Second, the recommendation work focus on the efficiency and accuracy of 
sharing probably potential preference resources, which are represented by finding similarity objects in the 
PFS. Adopting the top k nearest neighbor (kNN) and top-k method to filter and group the spatial objects. 
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Fig. 1. Time consumption for the construction of IFS-Tree 
Fig. 2.  Nodes frequency and distribution condition 
5. Conclusion  
This paper has accomplished the calculation of the user and resource contribution value, built PFDD 
by weighting every two words' similarity, and constructed IFS-Tree to do object index in PFS. And the 
experiment shows location index in PFS of network resources can realize personalized resource sharing in 
real-time and high accuracy. The future work should focus on recommendation work, improving the 
accuracy of recommendation, and studying on the privacy protection of user action data.  
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